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ABSTRAcT

The crystal structure of plumbojarosite,
Pb[Fe3(SO/2(OH)6J2, has been refined to a residual R :
1.6090 from 1274 unique reflections (1199 observed)
obtained by averaglng five segments of absorption-corrected
X-ray-intensity data, collected with graphite-
monochromated Mo(o radiation. The structure is rhom-
bohedral, space group .R5 m, wyth (hexagonal) cell dimen-
sions a 7.3055(7), c 33.675(2) A. The prediction of Hen-
dricks (1937) that plumbojarosite has a two-tiered jarosite
structure with the K sites along e being alternately vacant
and fiIled with Pb, is confirmed in essence. The actual occu-
pancies of these sites are 0.039 and 0.%l(2). The two sulfare
ions, each located on the threefold axis, have comparable
bond-lengths and angles, and these differ markedly from
those found in jarosite (Kato & Mitra 1977). The unique
independent Fe atom is co-ordinated in an irregular octa-
hedron by four (equatorial) hydroxyl groups and two (axial)
oxygen atgms, whose bond lengths range from 1.953(l) to
2.093(l) A. Layers of Fe(OH)aO2 octahedm are stacked
parallel to the (0@l) plane at z : (2n+ l),212. Within these
octahedra, two opposite triangular faces, each composed
ofthe axial oxygen atom and two hydroxyl groups, form
part of the co-ordination icosahedron around each of the
Pb atoms. The Fe(OH)aO2 octahedra thus form a bridge
between the icosahedra. The hydrogen atoms of the
hydroxyls were observed and refined with isotropic ther-
mal parameters; the two O-H bonds are of equal length.

Keywords: plumbojarosite, stgichiometric lead jarosite,
two-tiered jarosite structure, alternate near-vacant
cation sites, structure refinement to R =.1.6090.

SovtMarns

La structure cristalline de la plumbojarosite,
Pb[Fe3(SO/2(OH)elz, a 6t€ affin6e jusqu'au residu R =
l.@Yo sur 1274 rdflexions inddpendantes (dont I 199 obser-
vdes), obtenues en faisant la moyenne de cinq ensembles
uniques de donn6es d'intensit6 de rayons X, mesur€es en
rayonnement MoKcr monochromadse sur graphite, et cor-
rig6es pour I'absorption. La structure est rhomboddrique,
le groupe spatial R3m; les dimensipns de Ia maille hexago-
nale sont a 7.3055Q), c 33.675(2) A. La prftiction d'Hen-
dricks (1937), suivant laquelle la structure de la plumboja-
rosite serait celle d'une jarosite dont les sites de K le long
de e seraient alternativement vacants et occup6s par le Pb,
est essentie[ement confirm€e. L'occupation affin6e de ces
sites est 0.039 et 0.961Q). Les deux ions sulfates, situ6 cha-
cun sur l'axe d'ordre trois, ont des angles et distances de
liaison comparables, mais nettement diff€rents de ceux

qu'on observe dans la jarosite (Kato & Midra 1977). La
coordination de I'atome de Fe ind6pendant est un octabdre
difforme, avec quatre hydroxyles 6quatoriaux et deux ato-
mes d'orygdne axiaux. La lonpueur des liaisons au Fe varie
entre 1.953(l) et 2.093(l) A. Les couches d'octatdres
Fe(OH)aO2, paraleles au plan (@01), sont aux cotes ? =
Qn+ l)/12. Deux facs oppos€es de ces octaddres, chacune
compos6e d'un atome axial d'oxyg0ne et de deux hydroxy-
les, font partie de l'icosaEdre de coordination entouranl cha-
cun des atomes Pb. Ces octabdres forment ainsi un pont
entre les icosaedres. Les atomes d'hydroglne des hydroxyles
ont 6te observes et affines avec paramdtres thermiques iso-
tropes; les deux liaisons O-H sont d'6gale longueur.

Mots-clds : phxnbojarosite, jarosite plombifdre stoechiom€-
trique, structure de type jarosite ordonn6e, sites catio-
niques altem6 quasi-vacants, affinement jusqu'i R :
1.600/0.

INTRODUCTIoN

Plumbojarosite, Pb[Fe3(SOa)z(OH)e]2, is a mem-
ber of the alunite group @alache et al. 1951,
Fleischer 1983), which includes alunite itself, jaro-
site, and various minerals with alkali cations sub-
stituring for K in these two. It occurs widely in the
oxidized part of sulfide deposits, and commonly in-
corporates significant amounts of Ag that was
present in the original sulfide ore. Occasionally, the
quantity of plumbojarosite has been large enough
to permit its being processed for its Pb and Ag values
@utrizac & Jambor 1984). Synthetic plumbojaro-
site, commonly referred to as lead jarosite in
metallurgical-chemical publications, is often
produced during the hydrometallurgical processing
of Pb-bearing concentrates and especially during the
pressure leaching of Zn-Pb concentrates. The for-
mation of synthetic plumbojarosite is usually un-
desirable as this phase collects much of the Ag in
the feed @utrizac & Chen 1984). Although a plum-
bojarosite concentrate can be recuperated, this is not
a particularly desirable feed for further processing
as it has a relatively low Pb-Ag content and requires
considerable heat for its decomposition.

The plumbojarosile formed during hydrometallur-
gical processing commonly incorporates significant
amounts of Ag, Cu, H3O and Na. Efforts have
been made to avoid the losses of Pb and Ag into the
jarosite and natrojarosite by causing alkali ions to
substitute for Pb or Ag (or both), and indeed, con-
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siderable work is being done to avoid jarosite for-
mation altogether. Such studies require a detailed
knowledge of the crystal structures of the alunite fa-
mily and, in particular, a knowledge of which crys-
tal sites are occupied, and which elements substitute
in specific sites. Although such information is avail-
able for stoichiometric end-member jarosite, natro-
jarosite and alunite, the data for plumbojarosite are
considerably sparser. This paper describes a study
of stoichiometric plumbojarosite to define the crys-
tal structure and its relationship to that of the other
members of the alunite family.

EXPERIMENTAL

Crystals of plumbojarosite from the Tintic Stan-
dard mine, Dividend, U.S.A., obtained from the
U.S. National Museum (Catalogue #lA427l), were
examined extensively with precession photography.
The majority of the crystals show minor splitting of
spots, principally a minor rotation of the twin com-
poBents about the hexagonal [0@11 direction, and
clearly visible n the hkil reflections. No evidence
of twinning was seen in the 0@l reflections. Several
apparently excellent specimens were finally found,
and one was selected for the structure determination.
Throughout this paper, the hexagonal system of
indexing will be used, rather the rhombohedral. The
crystal forms observed are the pinacoid {0001} and
the trigonal antiprism {1014}, with the following dis-
tances (in mm) between the crystal faces: 0.036 for
(0001), (000T); 0.186 for (10T4), (10t4); 0.200 for
(T104), (1T04);0.181 for (0114), (01T4). Priorto data
collection, reflection profiles were examined in var-
ious regions of reciprocal $pace; and no untoward
reflections or splitting of reflestions were observed.
The cell dirnensions were refined by least squares
(Busing 1970) for the observed 20, x, 0 and or values
of 72 reflections in tle range"5l<?i<67" for
\(MoKat) : 0.70930 A, and are given in Table l.

Intensity data were collected using graphite-
monochromated MoKo radiation, rn a 0-20 scan
mode at arateof 2" Q1)/mirl.,, and a scan range of

TABLE.1. CRYSTAL OATA

PlmboJaroslte, PbtFea(S04)2(0H)6)2

Fomula l lelght: 1130,60

Sourco: l lntle Standard mlne, Dlvldend, Utah, t i.S.A.. obtalned from
U.s. Natlonal ltusem' Reference # 104271.

li l lcroprobe analysls ! PbO. SSF"S.ASS+.00, 
(based on 0.28)

Crystal systm: Rhmbohedral, (hexagonal axes)"
a  "  7 . 3 0 5 5 ( 7 ) ,  o .  3 3 . 6 7 5 ( 2 )  A .

Systmatlc absences: lictL" -h + k + L + br

Space grclp: r6n, (0x66).

D€nsity: Dcalc - 3.618 g m-3; Dobs not measured.

Lln€or absorptlon coefflclent: u(l ' toxo) - 127.5 d-'.

X-ray data: 5 equlval€nt segnents co]lected to 20'80', absorptlon-
corrmted and averaged to.glve 1274 lndependent refle-
t lons ,  [1199 x l th  I>1 .650( I ) ] .  Ref lned to  n  '  1 .60%.

1.6" (N) increasing with Ka dispersion. Background
count$ were measured for 20 seconds on either side
of the reflection. The unique segment of reciprocal
space was defineda's h,k,t,I for h,k,l>0, and in terms
of these indices, the data were collected to 20:80"
for the following five segments; h,k,li i,h,li -h,-i,I.
-h,-k,-l: h,i,-L T:he first three are equivalent in space
groups Rlim ar,id R3m. The latter two differ from
the first three by virtue of the anomalous scattering
component of the structure factor in the event of t}te
space group being R3 m (noncentrosymmetric). The
problem of measurement of the intensity of the low-
angle (20:3.63') 0003 and 0003 reflections, where
scatter from the collimators overlaps the low-20
background and reflection positions, was resolved
as follows: a 48-point step-scan was collected six
times through the peak and averaged, and compared
with an averaged step-scan of identical 20 range, but
with the crystal offset from the scattering vector by
3o. The latter profile was considered as backgrourid'
and was subtracted from the former profile to give
the net intensity. Absorption corrections were applied
to the data using a Gaussian integration procedure
(Gabe & O'Byrne 1970) using a erid of 10x l0x l0
points and p:127.5 cm-t. The absorption-
correction factors varied between 1.48 and 10.65. A
total of 1274 independent reflections was collected
in each segment, and a detailed comparison was car-
ried out to see whether the first tJree segments differ
sieinificantly from the last two. No difference was
found as a result of this comparison, and the factor
of overall agreement tD I I-f l/EU between the five
absorption+orrected segments is 1.8990. Of the ln4
unique reflections, I 199 are considered observed on
the criterion that Io6.)1.65o(D.

Stnucrunr DETERMINATIoN

The structure was solved by Patterson and Fou-
rier methods, using as a model the known structures
of alunite and jarosite [Menchetti & Sabelli (1976)
and especially the model proposed by Hendricks
(1937) for plumbojarositel. The structure refinement
was nearly complete when the author obtained the
bond lengths (but zol the structure parameters) for
plumbojarosite from a previous analysis by Prof.
Toshio Kato (Kato 1979 and priv. comm.). As the
latter determination had resulted in an agreement
factor R of 5.890, and as the present refinement was
already well below this, the present work was con-
tinued and resulted in a model with significantly
different bond-lengths from those given by Kato (see
Discussion). The refinement was carried out using
the neutral scattering form-fastors for Pb' Fe, S and
O from Cromer & Mann (1968), and the hydrogen
curve of Stewart et al. (1965). The components for
the anomalous scattering were taken from Cromer
& Liberman (1970). In all the calculations for the
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TABLE 2. POSITIONAL AND TI{ERI.,IAL (XIOO) PAMI'IETERS }IIT}I STANDARD DEVIATIONS

66r

Atom stte*r;fljfr, a U11 or U Uzz Uoe uzgursUrz

2,38(27)  1.e3(12)
0.714(23) 0.336(8)
0 .75 (8 )  0 .67 (3 )
1 .16 (5 )  0 .41 (2 )
r . 5e (5 )  0 .5e (3 )

1.247(8)  1.056(4)
0.72t(241 0.416(8)
0 .70 (8 )  0 .82 (3 )
1 .13 (3 )  0 .38 (2 )
1 .42 (5 )  o .3e (2 )

2xU12
2xU12
ZxUv

L,4214)
o .67(  3)
6 . 0 ( 1 . 5 )
o .660(  7 )

. 0

. 0

. 0
2&
?s
?4

. 0

. 0

. 0
2t
2$
a
2s

Pb(1) f i  An
s(1) 6c *n
0(1) 6a *n
0(2) 78h m
0(3) Lsh m
H(3) 18h m
Pb(z)  h  h
S(2) 6e *n
o(4) tu *n
0(5) 78h m
0(6)  t8h  m
H(6) tsh m

tqh

. 0

. U

. 0
.2231s(  11 )
.13053( 12)
.17oo(40)

n
. U
. 0

.22315( 1i )

.12303( 11 )

.1803(41 )

.16457(02)

ZxU12
?xUp
2xUy
ZxUy2
,:ur,

2xU12
ZxlJp
ZxU12
ZxUp
,:uv

.0 ?xUtc
.15605(2) zxuii
.19934(7) zxul;
.02688(4)  1.7s(5)

- .06e40(4)  0.7e(3)
- . 0520 (12 )  5 .6 (1 .4 )

. 5
.65456( 2
.69971.(7
.5256e(4
.43485[4
.4430( 13

.08228( 1 )

. 0  . 0

.0  . 0

.0  . 0
0.05(2)  ZxUr a
- .24(2)  zxuis

; "
. 0  . 0
. 0  . 0

0.07(2)  2xUrr
- .0e(2)  zxui i

2xU12 1 .064(10)  0 .248(5)  0 .010(4)  2xU1s

The occupancles of Pb(1) [0,0,0] and Pb(2) [0,0,tr]  are 0.039 and 0.961(Z) respectively. *The ' ,sl te,,
column ls a combination of the mult lp' l lc l ty and the tr lyckoff letter (Internatlbnal Tabies, A, 1983).
The anlsotroplc temperature-factors are expressed as iol lows: T=expi-2n2(Ur1a*262..+.2u';aTb*hk.+:) l
The tt{o groups of atoms above are relai,ed to each other by a transiatlon oi-approxlmateli et?.

structure determination and refinement, the
XRAY-76 system of crystallographic computer-
progranrs w:ts used (Stewart et al. 197Q. Anisotropic
thermal refinement was used for all atoms heavier
than hydrogen. Because results ofmicroprobe anal-
yses of a number of plumbojarosite crystals in the
specimen examined indicated stoichiometry, the
occupancy parameters of the two Pb atom sites were
refined as d and reset as l-a, respectively. When
refinement had converged for the heavier atoms, the
two hydrogen atoms were located from a difference
map, and their positions and isotropic thermal
parameters were included in the final cycles of refine-
ment. The final agreement-factor R was 1.6070, and
the maximum relative shift [Aplo(p)] was less than
0.@4. Attempts to refine the structure using ionized-
species form-factors resulted in the same parameters
within 1.5o, but gave a higher agreement factor R
of 1.720/0, and consequently this model is rejected.
The final positional, thermal and occupancy
parameters, with their standard deviations, are listed
in Table 2. The final difference-map, calculated after
the last least-squares cycle, was completely feature-
less. The observed and calculated structure-factors
are given in Table 3, and are available at nominal
charge from the Depository of Unpublished Data,
CISTI, National Research Council of Canada,
Ottawa, Ontario KIA 0S2.

DEscRrprIoN oF TIIE Srnucnlnn

The basic elements of a jarosite structure (Men-
chetti & Sabelli 1976, Kato & Mitua lg77) can be
described as follows: three corner-sharing
Fe(OH)aO2 octahedra, centred at z = l/6,3/6,5/6,
are located around the threefold axis with the three

apical Fe-O bonds tilted toward the axis. These three
oxygen atoms form the base of the sulfate tetrahe-
dron, which is oz the threefold axis. The sulfate
tetrahedra form layers close tg ? = 0, | / 3, 2/ 3, and
are not joined to each other. The centres of symmetry
(e.9., at the origin) give rise to a second trio of sul-
fate tetrahedra, pointing in the opposite sense along
a which form part of the same layer. At these centres
of symmetry, the atkali cations are found inside oxy-
gen and hydroxyl icosahedra. The structure is thus
made up of layers of tilted Fe(OH)aOz octahedra
joining layers of combined sulfate tetrahedra and
alkali co-ordination icosahedra.

The present structure is noteworthy in that the
presence of the divalent cation Pb results in a dou-
bling of the c axis of the hexagonal cell when com-
pared with jarosite, with a remarkable degree of
ordering in the "vacant" [occupancy = 0.039] and
"occupied" [occupancy = 0.961(2)] Pb positions.
These are the 3a (0,0,0) and3b (0,0,1/2) space-group
sites (see Table 3). Hendricks (1937) had correctly
predicted the reason for the doubling of the hex-
agonal cell when a divalent cation, in this case Pb,
replaces K in the jarosite structure, except that he
had presumed there would be fully occupied sites
alternating with vacant sites, Le., partial occupancy
was not considered. The doubling of the caxis results
in two crystallographically different cation positions
and co-ordination icosahedra and two different sul-
fate tetrahedra. The layers of sulfate tetrahedra axe
stacked in twelfths at e = 0,4,8 and 2, 6, 10, respec-
tively, with the Fe(OH)aO2 octahedra, which join
the above layers, being centred on z = 1,3,5,7,9,11
twelfths.

The bond lengths and angles ofthe co-ordination
polyhedra around the Pb atoms are given in Table
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TA8I.T {. BOIID LEIIGIIIS AND IMER8OTO ATIOLES II1II ST.AIDARD DEIIATIOTIS

0(2) l8o.
0(2)2
0(2)f
0 (2)6
0(2) r0
o(2)ltt -
0(31
0(3),
0(3){
0(3)8
0(3) r0
o(s ) t r  -

l. co-ordhatlon of Pb(l). loccupamt. o.o39l. Trblo of rngtos, (").

8*d t-gth"r 6t Pb-oO)4.ss(r), 6x Pb-o(3)'2.862(1)1. E.3.d. of angles '0.03o or less'

Ars 0(2)2 0t2F O(2)0 o(2)10 0(2)1" 0(3) O(3)2 0(3tt O(3)8 o(3)10 0(3)rs

2. co'ordtmtlon of Pb(2). l&cupancy.0.96f(2)1. Table of angles, (").

8".d l-sthr, 6r Pb-0(5)"r.953(1), 6x pb-o(5).2.690(r)i. E.s.d. of sngles . 0.030 or l6s.

Atm o(5)r o(6)b o(5)? o(5)ro 0(5trs 0(6) 0(6)! 0(6)r 0(6)7 0(6)10 0(6113

111.11 68.89 72.52 107.48 121.61 58.39 121.61 58.39
68.89 r11.U 107.4S 72.62 68.39 121.61 58.39 121.51

lu.u 68.89 121.61 58.39 72,62 107.8 121.67 58.39
68.89 l lt.Xl 58.39 121.51 107.48 72.52 58.39 121.51

- 180. tzl.61 58.39 121,61 58.39 72.52 L01.48
58.39 121.61 58.39 121.61 107.48 72,52

- 180. 59.98 120.02 59.98 120.02

_ = _ _ 
"'_"'rrj'lii$l!i$

l .  - s ,

2 ,  - a ,

3. l/3 - c,
4 ,  - U .

5 .  713 -  V .
5 .  213 -  s '
, .  , ,
8 '  Y '
9 .  - 2 l 3 t y , -

1 0 .  ! - a t
1 1 .  u 3 r u - a ,
1 2 . - 7 l 3 t g - a ,
1 3 .  o - V ,
1 4 .  a - V ,
1 5 .  U 3 t s - 9 .

equlvalent po5ltlons:

- v .
' A t

213 - a,
a - u , ,

2 1 3 + s - V . - l l 3 + s
l l 3 + s - 9 ,  U 3 + s

U - 8 '  1 - t

U - 4 ,  ' a

' . l 3 + g - a ,  2 1 3 - a
' A r  a

2 1 3 - s ' - U 3 t a
l l 3 - e ,  L l 3 + a

a. I - a
E r  ' a

- l l 3 t s ,  2 1 3 - a
Itl.80 68.20 lU.80 68.20 71,68 108.33 121.03 58.97 121.03 58.97
68.20 u1.80 68.20 rrt.80 16.33 71.68 58.97 121.03 58.97 121.03

- !8r!. l l l .80 68.20 121.03 58.97 71.68 108.33 121.03 58.97
68.20 111.80 58.97 121.03 108.33 71.58 58.97 121.03

- 180. 121.03 58.97 121.03 58.97 71.68 108.33

: : : : Y'l3l:" ,i!,ii lii,ii i$,ii 'ii,ff
- 180. 6ll.15 119.85

119.85 60.15

:  :  :  :  -  :  :  :  : r s :

0(6)rl0(6)5 0(3)a o(11tt ' tlon-bondsd 0...0 dlstanc€s (il. (edqss of octah€drcn).

0 (z )  . . .  0 (3 )8  2 .844(1)
o(2)  . . ,  0 (6 )11  2 .91s(2)
0(5) ... 0(3)8 2.8@12't
o (5)  . . .  0 (6 )s  2 .78 t l r l
0 (3 )8 . . .  0 (G)u  2 .830( l )
0 ( 3 ) 5 . . .  0 ( 3 ) r {  2 . 8 5 u r )

0(2)

3l:l;
3[3ll'
0(3)rr

177.53(2)" e2.07(4).
- 85.30(4)

: :

9r.re(5)"
8e.eo(4)

I73.04(5)

-

92.8r(4).
85.30(4)
83.76(3)
90.84(3)

-

er .7e(5) .
89.e0(4)
e0.84(3)
94.19(3)

u3,04(5)

0(2)  . . .  0 (3 ) r {  2 .841r
0 l2 l  . . .  0 (615 2 .eL8 l2
0(5)  . . .  o (3 ) f l  2 .85012
0(5)  . . .  0 (6 )u  2 . l87 l t
0 (E) r , . .  0 (3 ) rq  2 .830(1
0(61s . . .  0 (6) r r  2 .695(1

3. co-ordlnatlon of Fo:

ntor atlt 0(5)s

!c._co:9d!qtlgq ollM:
ar.an df l r  tndt6 l" l .

o(r)  1.458(2
0(5)8 t.{94(r
0(5)s r.184(1
0(5)r; 1.484(r

0(r) - s(1)
0( r ) .  . . f i (6 ) r
0 ( r ) . .  .H(6)e
0(  l ) . . . f i (6 ) rs

o(?) - Pb(l)
0(2) - Fe
0(2)  -  s (2 ) r

. 3 r

. 3 r
e 2

. 3r l0!l

0(3
0(3
0 (3
0(3

F e  - 0 ( 2 ) - P b ( l ) .  8 6 . 1 1 ( 1 ) '
Fe  -0 (2)  -s (2 )e  "  r3 l .3 r (7 )
Pb(r) - o(2) - s(z)e . r42.s9(8)

90.06(3).
r72l2l

r34.90(5)

7. Bondtng to. hydrog€n.

H(3)  -  o (3)  0 .77r (3 r )A  0(3)  -  H(3) . . .0 (4)s  '  l4e(3) '
H(3) . . .0 (4)5  2 .1$(13)

tilirllli;,
0(s)  -  Pb(2)
o(5) - FeE
0(5)  -  s ( l l s

1,458(2)
2.rc2(r,
2.tm,(tl
2.rv21t1
2.e65(r)
2.00r(r)
r.€0(r)
d(;l

2.862(t)
0.17r(3r)
r .953(1)
r .953(r)

1.453(2)A
2.r83(l3)
2.183(r3)
2.r83(r3)
2.953(1)A
2,093(l)
r.484(1)
d(i)

2.6e0(r)
0.775(r5)
2.020(1)
2.0200)

F € s - 0 ( 5 ) - P b ( 2 1
Fes 0(5)  -  s ( f ) r
s(1)qr(5) - Pb(z)

H(3) Fe6

"1"'' iilii'u'

. 8 7 . 8 4 ( 1 ) '
129.20(6)
r42.95(8)

Fel2

96.e8(3) "
l lo(2)

132.61(6)

H(6)  -  0 (6)  0 .775( r5) i  0 (6)  -  H(6) . . .0 (1)s  .  r t8 (a) '
H ( 6 ) . . . 0 ( r ) 8  2 . 1 0 2 ( 1 6 )

4, and are illustrated in Figures la and lb. An icosa-
hedron of twelve orygen atoms around Pb(2) (nearly
full occupanc$ is made up according to the follow-
ing factors; there is a fiio ofhydroxyl oxygen ator1s
tPb(2)-O(6) :2.690 Al in a plane, Az = 2.194 A
above Pb(2) and a triopf oxygen atoms in a second
plane Az = 0.8j5 A at a distance Pb(2)-
O(5) = 2.953(l) A. This second trio is rotated 60o
when viewed down the c axis. These six oxygen atoms

are related to six more by the centre of symmetry
at the Pb(2) posilion. For the Pb(l) icosahedron, the
distances are as follows: there is atrio of hydroxyl
oxygen atoFls at Pb(l)-O(2) =2.682(l) A, with
Az=2.337 A, and the secopd trio of oxygen atoms
at Pb(1)-o(2) :2.96s(L) A and & : 0.905 A. As
with Pb(2) above, the six atoms that bond to Pb(l)
are related to six more by the centre of symmetry
at Pb(l). Other than the longer metal-oxygen dis-
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FIc. l. In a, co-ordination polyhedron of Pb(l) [occupancy 0.039], and in b, co-ordination polyhedron of
Pb(2) [occupancy 0.961(2)]. In both cases, the Pb atom is at a centre of symmetry on the threefold axis. The equiva-
lent positions are explained in Table 4. The thermal ellipsoids are drawn at 5090 probability using the program ORTEP-
II (Johnson 1965).
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tances in the Pb(l) icosahedron [as expected in a
near-vacant site (Shannon 1976)J, the most sienifi-
cant difference between the icosahedra is in the posi-
tion ofthe hydrogen atoms ofthe hydroxyls: these
are clearly shifted towlard the vacant site
tPb(l) . . . H(3) = 2.17(3) A1, and are in fact closer
to Pb(l) than are the hydroryl oxygen atoms, so thax
the angle Pb(l)-O(3)-H(3) is 76(2)", whereas the
angle Pb(2)-O(O-H(6) is 105(3)'. This difference is
readily visible in Figures la and lb.

The unique Fe atom in the structure is co-
ordinated in a distorted octahedron by four hydroxyl
groups in the equatorial plane and two oxygen atoms
in the axial positions (see Fig. 2). The O(2)-O(5) axis
of the octahedron is inclined at about 20o to the c
axis. Diagonally opposite faces ofthis octahedron,
each face composed of one axial oxygen atom and
twolydroryl groups, formpart of the co-ordination
icosahedron around Pb(l) and Pb(2), and thus form
a bridge between the two different sulfate-and-cation
layers. The c/2 subcell relationship is indicated in
Table 2, where all atoms except Fe are grouped in
two sets wittr approximately c/2 betvenn correspond-
ing atoms. T\e Fe-O bond lengths are2x 1.953(l),
2x 2.020(l) A trequatorial [ydroxyl oxygen aroms)
and 2.@7(l) and 2.093(l) A (axial oxysen atoms).
Details of nonbonded O . . . O distances (edges of
octahedron) are given in Table 4.

The two sulfate ions are illustrated in Figures 3a
and 3b. The first sulfate $hows three O(5) oxygen
atoms at 1.484(l) A and the fourrh, O(r), if r.ajd(t)
A, with the angles O(5)-S(1)-O(5) being 108.93(6)"

and O(1)-S(I)-O(5) beine 110.00(5)'. The secon5l
sulfate has three O(2) oxygen aloms at 1.480(1) A
and a fourth, O(4), at 1.453(l) A. ttre correspond-
ing angles are O(2)-S(2)-O(2): 109.30(6)" and
o(2)-s(2)-o(4) : 109.64(6)". The differences
between these sulfate groups are statistically signifi-
cant but not noteworthy. The nonbonded O . . . O
distances in the sulfate groups (edges of teqrahedra)
are virtually the same: 2.410(2),2.398(2) A for the
apical to basal oxygen atom (defined in terms ofthe
crystallographic threefold axis), and 2.415(l),
2.415(l) A for the basal to basal oxygen atom for
the first and second sulfate groups, respectively
(Table 4).

NoNHoMocEl.IEITy oF CRysrAL SPEcIMEN

After structrual refinement was complete, the crys-
tal on which the X-ray data had been collected was
mounted in a polished section and analyzed by elec-
tron microprobe. The bulk of the crystal had virtu-
ally the stoichiometric plumbojarosite composition,
thus justifying the rstrictions placed on the occupan-
cies of the two Pb sites during refinement. It was
found, however, that the core of this crystal consists
of a small lath of jarosite containing some Pb @ig.
4, Table 5).

Figure 4 shows the (0001) plane of the crystal
mounted at about 20o to the polished face. Gener-
ally, it has been observed that the shape of the sur-
rounding crystal closely follows the shape of the
included core. The relative area ofthe jarosite core

c

3 Agb
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Frc. 2. Co-ordination polyhedron of Fe. Atoms O(5)' Fe,
O(2) lie on the crystallographic mirror-plane, which
relates the pairs of O(3)-H(3) and O(6)-H(6) atoms.

in the (0001) plare (22t/o) can be calculated from the
square of the ratio of the length of the core lath to
that of the crystal. The fraction of the core relative
to the crystal at right angles to this (1/10) represents
the relative thickness of the core. The volume of the
core is thus about 2.2t/0, and if all possible sources
of error are considered, the core size is no more than
twice this value. In order to confirm this estimate,
an attempt was made to remount the crystal in
another polished section at right angles to that shown
in Figure 4. However, this was unsuccessful, and the
crystal was lost during the procedure.

The small jarosite core is at the centre of a crystal
with a hieh absorption-coefficient fu(MoKo) :127.5
cm-11, aud is not likely to contribute to any signifi-
cant extent to the diffraction intensities. Certainly
il was not in evidence when the profiles of 000/ reflec-
tions were examined on the diffractometer or when
long-exposure precession photographs were taken of
the hlcO zone. The difference in the cell dimensions
[plumbojarosite;^a 7.3055, c/2 16.838; jarosite: a
7.3M, c 17.268 A (Kato & Mirlra 1977)l would not
have shown splitting of spots in the above-mentioned
zone, but profile analysis of the high-angle 000/
reflections on a diffractometer could have shown the
presence of the jarosite component if it$ X-ray scat-
tering were significant. Thus, although it is known
that the material examined is not strictly a single
phase, the presence of the jarosite core can be
ignored, particularly in view of the high degree of
refinement, R : |.ffivlo,It should be pointed out that
Jambor & Dutrizac (1983) examined many crystals
from the same locality, and found compositional
zoning in most: the central core consists of plum-
bian jarosite surrounded by virtually K-free plum-
bojarosite, which in turn is surrounded by natrojaro-
site (their Table 4 and Fig. l0).

To confirm the above conclusion about the insig-
nificance of the contribution to the scattering of the
small jarosite core, and to show that the atomic spe-
cies observed at the origin and identified as 0.039
of Pb and labeled Pb(l) was not in fact K, the fol-
lowing model was proposed and refined: the small
jarosite core scatters in phase with the plumbojaro-
site surround, and the elements of tle jarosite struc-
ture will virtually overlap those of the plumbojaro-
site structure with one exception. Pb at (0,0,%) will
not be at full occupancy, the difference being K with
equal occupancies at the (0,0,0) and (0,0,%) posi-
tions. This model could not be refined below

Frc. 3a, b. A comparison of the two sulfate groups. The S(l)-O(l) and S(2)-O(4) bonds lie on the threefold axis of
the structure, whereas atoms O(5) and O(2) lie on the mirror planes. Unique bond-distances and angles are indicated,

o(5)3 o(5)15
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R=2.20/0, with the temperature factors of K at
(0,0,0) refining to negative values. This model is
therefore rejected in favor of the model described
earlier.

DISCUSSIoN

The determination of the plumbojarosite structure
by Kato (1979) gave the following bond-lengths for
the two sulfate groups: S-O (apical) = 1.439,1.U7,
S-O (basal) = 1.589and l.5T2L,respectively. These
values are different from those reported here (Iable
4, Figs. 3a, 3b). In fact the long basal bonds found
by Kato are much closer to the bond distances
reported by Kato & Mirira (1977) for jaros^ite: [S-O
(apical) = 1.468(8), S-O (basal) : 1.545(0 Al. A fur-
ther important difference between the present results
and those of Kato is the occupancy of the mostly
vacant Pb site (0,0,0). Kato found this to be l0go,
whereas the present refinement shows 3.9(2)go. As
plumbojarosite has basically a two-tiered jarosite
structure, with alternate sites along e being ..vacant',
(0,0,0) and "occupied" (0,0,Y2), the anomalous
results ofKato can be explained if one accepts that
the "plumbojarosite" crystal of Kato had a large
component of jarosite. The mean atomic positions
would be altered from the plumbojarosite positions
to a structure part-way between plumbojarosite dnd
jarosite, and the occupancy of the .,vacant,' site
would be increased by the presence of K at that posi-
tion in the jarosite structure. No mention is made
by Kato (1979) of any chemicat analysis of the crys-
tal of plumbojarosite he used, and in fact, no anal-
ysis was done and ideal conrposition was assumed
(I. Kato, priv. comm.). The crystal used by Kato
came from the same source as the present specimen
(Tintic Standard mine, piyidead, Utah). Further-
more, a second crystal examined by the present
author on the four-circle X-ray diffractometer, and
considered nearly as good as the first from the point
of view of spot shape, turned out to have a jarosite
core of at least 3090 by volume (Fig. 5). This erain
still appeared to behave 4s l singls crystal of plum-
bojarosite when judged by the singularity of diffrac-
tion spots, though the width of reflection peaks is
greater, particularly for reflections with large /
indices. It was because of this feature that the latter
crystal was discarded and the first crystal was chosen
for data collection. Intensities collected from the
second crystal undoubtedly would have been affected
by the jarosite core, and would have resulted in a
composite jarosite-plumbojarosite structure.

NoNsToIcHIoMETRY IN ALUNITE AND
SyNtnnrrc ALuNrrs

The existence of apparent nonstoichiometry in syn-
thetic jarosite and alunite is now well established

Frc. 4. Back-scattered electron micrograph of the single
crystal of plumbojarosite used for structure determi-
nation, showing the tabular jarosite core (dark grey).
Compositions are listed in Table 5. Scale bar 20 um.

TTBLE 5. ELECTROI{-I'IICROPROBE OATA ON THE PLI'I,IBOJAROSITE CRYSTAL
IITH .JARO5ITE CORE T11AT I,IAS USED FOR THE STRUCTURE DETERI.IINATIOI,I

Flman+ PlmboJaroslte ,Jaros'lte Thsreilcal
Crystall ' latrlx Cor_e plmboJaroslte Jaroslte

w t . g  K  0 . 0  7 . 0  -  7 . 8 1
Pb 18.4  1 .2  18 .33
Fe 29.5 32.7 29.64 33.45
s  11 .7  72 .9  11 .34  12 .80

Probe-condltlons: acceleratlng voltage 15.9 kV, gurrent 0.025 |ra,
countlng tlme-10,sss, Data reflned uslng EMPADR VII (Rucklidge
& Gasparrlnl 1969). Standards: syn. pbS0a (pb rt& & S ,ro)r sm-
Fe203 (Fe &r) and natural trthoc'ldse (K ro). Analyst: D.R. Orens.

(Hitrtieet ol. 1984). This takes the form of deficien-
cies in both monovalent and trivalent cations. Defi-
ciencies in tle monovalent cation are usually consi-
dered to be balanced by inclusion into the cation site
of a hydronium ion (H:O*) [Kubisz 1970, 1971,
l9l2l.Whereas this may be a useful way of viewing
the substitution, it is not yet proven that hydronium
jarosite as such exists, although this matter is cur-
rently under active study (J.E. Dutrizac, priv.
comm.). The present structure-determination shows
that the hydrogen of the hydroxyl can move within
the structure, depending on the element present at
the cation site. There are six such hydroryl groups
in the immediate vicinity of the monovalent cation,
and if a hydronium ion were introduced into the
cation site, it is possible that it would be ttrullalized
to a water molecule by one of the six hydroxyl
groups, which would also be converted to a water
molecule. There is certainly room enough in the
structure to accommodate a second hydrogen on
what was previously a hydroxyl. The transfer of a
proton would not destroy the symmetry, as the pro-
ton would be statically or dynamically disordered
among the six hydroxyl groups. However, with
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Frc. 5. a. Back-scattered electron micrograph of the second
"good" crystal from the same batch, showing a large
area of jarosile (dark) surrounded by plumbojarosite
Oc10. b. X-ray micrograph of above crystal for Pblct.
c. X-ray micrograph of above crystal for KKcu. Scale
bar 20 um.

increased "hydronium ion" substitution, the sharp-
ness of the powder-diffraction patterns obtaiilable
from these materials deteriorates (J.L. Jambor, priv.
comm.), and this is usually a sign of decrease in
degree of structural order. CorresPonding deterio-
ration is not as evident with cation-for-cation sub-
stitution (e.g., Na+ for K*).

The problem of deficiency in trivalent cations

lAtt+ oi Fe3+) is more difficult to rationalize, yet it
has been reported to occur to the extent of 2590 for
Al3+ and l7tlo for fd* (Hiirtig et al. 1984). otb.er
authors (Jambor & Dutrizac 1983, Dutrizac & Jam-
bor 1984) have reported similar deficiencies. The co-
ordinating ostahedron of orygen atoms (four from

hydroryl and two from sulfate) is no more than 4.1
A between diagonally opposite ljgands. For a water
molecule lminimum iadius 1.3 A) to replace a F{*
ili;"dt"" 0.o9 Ft;; Al3* ion (ra&us 0.68 A,
Shannon 1970 is impossible witlout extreme distor-
tion and breakdown of the structure. Charge neu-
tralization to make up for a deficiency in trivaleut
cation can occur either by protonation of the sul-
fate oxygen to a bisulfate residue
(H* + SOf : SO3.OH) or of hydroryl groups to
water (-OH * H+ : -OHr. In eitler case, the ory-
gen content does not change, and no water has been
iaOea. Water can bb added only in the monovalent
site. However, water can be driven off fuom both
sits in thermogavimetric analyses by the breakdown
of the protonated ligands at the trivalent site and
removal of substituting water (originating as a

"hydronium ion") from the monovalent site.
Finally, there is the problem of the normalization

of analyticat data to give a chemical formula. In view
of possible nonstoichiometry in the monovalent and
trivalent sites, and substitution by the hydronium
ion, normalization has to be carried out on the basis
of two sulfate ions per formula unit. This method
has been used by many authors, including Kubisz
(ln},1n1,1972), Jambor & Dutrizac (1983) and
Hra;rtig et al. (1984), in estimating tle degree of non-
stoichiometry of samples of synthetic alunite and
jarosite. This procedure has a sound structural basis,
however, in that the sulfate ions form the cohesive
layer that is bonded to botl types of cations.
Although vacancies in the alkali sites axe readily
accommodated and vacancies in the trivalent cation
can be accounted for, it is incouceivable to visualize
a stable jarosite structure with vacansies in the sul-
fate layers as well. The necessity of normalization
of a formula on the basis of S = 2 is rather unfor-
tunate, however, as sulfur is usually the least pre-
cisely determined species in either classical chemical
or microprobe analysa. There appears to be no obvi-
ous waY out of the dilemma.

It is perhaps fortunate that of the many plum-
bojarosite and beaverite specimens examined in the
laboratories at CANMET, the specimen of plum-
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symmetry. Furthermore, if the disordered hydrogen
atoms are centrosymmetrically distributed around
the oxygen atom, the symmetry is formally cen-
trosymmetric, though in the event of static disorder,
the disposition of hydrogen atoms around one par-
ticular site is not centrosymmetric. In the event of
partial Na+ for K+ substitution, the local symmetry
near the substituted site is obviously destroyed; Na+
cannot be centrosymmetrically related to K+ in the
next unit cell. In this case, "average cationt' con-
siderations lead to an average structure with its con-
sequent apparent centre. Such structures should be
considered as centrosymmetric until the absence of
a centre is definitely confirmed by structural anal-
yses. Unless the alunite specimen of Loiacono et ol.
(1982) can be shown to be both stoichiometric and
devoid of cation substitution (no composition was
reported for the material), the space group of
alunite-jarosite minerals should be considered as
R3m.

The above argument does not preclude the possi-
bftty that structures derivedfromlhe simple alunite
model cannot have a symmetry lower than R3m.In
fact, Radoslovich & Slade (1980) and Radoslovich
(1982) have successfully refined the structure of gor-
ceixite in the nonc€ntrosymmetric space-group Cm,
and there appear to be sound structural reasons for
the distortions observed.

In the present case, the plumbojarosite is stoichio-
metric within experimental error. Statistical tests
done on the five segments of intensity-data indicate
no difference between reflections where Friedel's
Law would break down owing to the anomalous scat-
tering component of the structure factor. Conse-
quently, the centrosymmetric space-group was
accepted in the intensity-averaging process. A
residual R of 1.@90, with the hydrogen atoms clearly
refined to the point where the hydroxyl bonds are
shown to be equal [0.771(31), 0.775(15) A] , indi-
cates that little is to be gained from attempting to
refine the structure to a lower residual in the non-
cantrosymmetric space-group R3rn. No such refine-
ment was attempted.
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bojarosite used for this structure determination is
stoichiometric (as shown by the populatiou-
parameter refinement and the featureless final
difference-map), yet the sulfur determination is stjll
l1h0/o hrgh. Generally, deficiency of Pb2+ in an
analysis is reflected in a deterioration ofthe quality
of the X-ray-diffrastion pattern.

SpAcE-GRoup AMsrcurry ll,r
ALUNITE-JARoSITE STRUC.IURES

In recent years, the technique of optical second
harmonic analysis (SHA) @oughry &Ktxlzl976,
Loiacono et al. 1982) has served to cast doubt on
many prwious structure-determinations of minerals
in the alunite group. Some years ago, Menchetti &
Sabelli (1976) pointed out that ,,in mineralogical
handbooks (see for example Strunz, 1970) alunite
and jarosite are still being reported as belonging to
the acentric space gxoup R3m. The present refine-
ment . . ." (i.e., that of Menchetti & Sabelli 19Z6)
". . . leaves no doubt about the true slmmetry; all
terms of the solid solution within the alunite, wood-
houseite and crandallite mineral series belongs to the
space group R\m." Support for this came fiom the
work of Arkhipenko & Bokii (1979), who studied the
IR and Raman vibrational spectra of alunite and
jarosite, and from the observed and calculated num-
bers of frequencies for the two space groups R3z
aad R3m, concluded that the centrosymmetric space-
groupwas correct. However, Loiacono et al. (1982)
showed that alunite (identified as National Museum
of Natural History, Smithsonian Institute Catalog
# R-17342 from Tolfa, Roma, Laxio, Italy) exhibits
a weak but reproducible signal in their SHA exami-
nation. This was taken as showing that the true
space-group is noncentrosymmetric, presumably
R3n. As this is in direct contradiction to the resulrs
of structural analyses of all samples of rhombohedral
alunite and jarosite, the SHA results are worthy of
comment.

In this group of minerals, quite substantial sub-
stitution for the monovalent cation is common, both
cation (e.g., Na+ for K+) and especially what has
been termed hydronium for cation. Although a sin-'
gle cation, when occupying a position of possible
centre of symmetry, can be truly centrosymmetric
(both in terms of core and of bonding electrons), the
hydronium ion, whether it remains in its original
HrO+ form or whether it is reduced to water, con-
not hove a centre of symmetry and connot be located
ot a centre of symmetry. Any hydronium-for-cation
substitution will destroy the symmetry, and reduce
the space group to R3m or lower. This is not to say
that the hydrogen atoms of the hydronium ion or
the water molecule cannot be statistically distributed
or dynamically disordered, and hence give the struc-
ture the overall appearance of having a centre of
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